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The following summary of general 
business and financial conditions 
in the United States, based upon 
statistics for January and the 
first half of February, will ap-
pear in the March issue of the 
Federal Reserve Bulletin and in 
the monthly reviews of the Federal 
Reserve Banks. 

Industrial activity continued at a high level in Januaiy and 

distribution of commodities was maintained in large volume. 

Production 

In January volume of industrial production declined less 

than seasonally and the Board's adjusted index rose one point further 

to 139 per cent of the 1935-39 average. There were further consider-

able increases in activity in industries making machinery, aircraft, 

ships, and similar products important in the defense program, and* out-

put of industrial materials, such as steel and nonferrous metals, con-

tinued at near capacity rates. Lumber production also was in unusually 

large volume owing to demand arising from construction under the defense 

program as well as from private building. 

Automobile production, which ordinarily declines considerably 

at this time of year, was maintained at a high rate in January and the 

first half of February. This reflected in part an unusually large vol-

ume of retail sales and in part the industry's efforts to build up 
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dealers' stocks of cars as much as possible with a view to having an 

adequate supply on hand in case priorities or work on defense orders 

should necessitate curtailment of automobile production. Currently 

dealers' stocks of new cars are probably near record levels. 

In the cotton textile industry, activity in January showed 

some further increase from the record level reached in December but the 

rise was less than usually occurs at this season. At wool textile mills 

there was some decline from the high level of November and December, 

while output at rayon mills was maintained in large volume. Defense 

program orders for textiles, particularly wool and cotton products, 

have been substantial for some time, and these combined with consider-

able civilian demand have resulted in the accumulation of large order 

backlogs at most mills. Activity at meatpacking establishments was 

reduced in January owing chiefly to a sharp decline in hog slaughter, 

which had been exceptionally large in the latter part of 194.0. Shoe 

production advanced by less than the usual seasonal amount following a 

high rate of output in November and December. 

At mines output of most metals continued at record levels in 

January. Production of fuels was sustained in large volume but was 

not at such high levels as output of other minerals owing in part to 

the existence of considerable stocks, particularly of petroleum products. 

Value of construction contracts, as reported £y the F. W. 

Dodge Corporation, declined in January. The decrease reflected chiefly 

a sharp reduction in awards for public construction from the exceptionally 
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large December total, which had included a number of defense projects 

not previously reported by the Dodge Corporation for lack of detailed 

information. Contracts awarded for private nonresidential building 

declined somewhat in January but as in December were twice as large 

as the amount awarded in the corresponding period a year ago. Awards 

for private residential building increased and on a seasonally adjusted 

basis were at the highest level since the middle of 1929. 

Distribution 

Distribution of commodities to consumers in January was main-

tained at the high level reached in the latter part of 194-0. Sales at 

department and variety stores declined seasonally following an unusually 

large amount of Christmas trade, while sales of automobiles continued 

near the rate prevailing in December. In the early part of February 

department store sales were sustained in large volume. 

Total freight-car loadings, which usually decline from 

December to January, showed little change this year and the Board's 

seasonally adjusted index rose two points further to 86 per cent of 

the 1923-25 average. 

Wholesale commodity, prices 

Prices of industrial materials and foodstuffs generally showed 

little change from the middle of January to the'middle of February. Some 

imported commodities, principally coffee, cocoa, rubber, and tin, r6se 

slightly and there were increases also in prices of lard and wool tops, 

while declines were reported for livestock and meats, hides, grains, 
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lumber, and scrap metals. Prices of some finished commodities, par-

ticularly textile products, showed advances in this period. 

Bank credit 

Total loans and investments at reporting member banks in 101 

leading cities increased substantially during January and the first 

half of February, reflecting largely purchases of new.Defense Notes 

issued ty the Government. Commercial loans at these banks increased 

further while loans to New York security brokers and dealers declined. 

United States Government security prices 

Prices of United States Government securities continued to 

decline in the latter half of January and the first half of February, 

more than canceling the gains from the end of October to the peak on 

December 10. The 1960-65 bonds on February 14 were selling on a yield 

basis of 2.28 per cent, compared with a low of 2.03 per cent on December 

10. 
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